
 

 

Fall 2009 

EE40 Homework #3 

Due September 24 (Thursday), 12:00 noon in Cory 240 

Reading Assignments 

Chapter 14.4, 14.7, 14.8,14.9 of Hambley textbook                                                                                                                                                                                                         

14.9  of Hambley textbook 

Chapter 3 of Hambley textbook 

Problem 1: Output Impedance of Op Amp circuits 

a)Take KVL through the virtual shorts at the op-amp inputs:  

   v1=0+R*io+0+V2 

   io= (v1-v2)/R 

   Since the current does not depend on the load, the output impedance is infinite. 

b) 

Writing KVL Around loop #1, we have vin=R*iin+0+R*iin 

Writing KVL Around loop #2, we have R*iin+Rf*io+R*iin=0 

Algebra produces io = - vin/Rf. Since io is independent of the load the output impedance is infinite 

 



 

 

Problem 2: Gain tolerance 

The inverting amplifier is shown in figure 14.4 in the text in Figure 14.4 in the text and the voltage gain is 

Av=-R2/R1. Thus to achieve a voltage magnitude of  2 we would select nominal values such that 

R2nom=2R1nom. However for 5% tolerance resistors, we have  

 

R1min = 0.95R1nom                  R1max= 1.05 R1nom 

 

R2min = 0.95R2nom  R2max=1.05 R2nom 

 

Thus we have  

Avmin = -R2min/R1max= -1.81 

Avmax= -R2max/R1min=-2.21 

And so the gain tolerance is + 10.5%/-9.5%, or 20% total 

 

 

Problem 3: Two Op Amp circuits in tandem 

From the circuit we can write  

Vo1=V3    (virtual short on 2
nd

 op amp) 

i4=i3=Vo1/R   (zero current into 2
nd

 op amp input) 

V4=V3=Vo1   (same current through equal resistors) 

Vo2 = V3 + V4 = 2Vo1  (KVL) 

iin+Vo1/4R+Vo2/4R=0  (KCL at 1
st
 op amp inverting input) 

iin = Vin/R   (virtual short on 1
st
 op amp) 

Vin/R+Vo1/4R+Vo2/4R=0 (combine last two equations) 

A1=Vo1/Vin=-4/3 

A2=Vo2/Vin=-8/3 

 
 

 



 

 

Problem 4: Analysis with full Op Amp model 

a) From the circuit in figure 14.48 

(vs+vi)/R1+(vo+vi)/R2+vi/Rin=0 (KCL at inverting input) 

(vo+vi)/R2+(vo-A0 vi)/Ro = 0  (KCL at output) 

Hence 

Av= -R2/[R1[1 + (1/R1+1/R2+1/Rin) * (R0R2+R2
2
) / (A0 R2-R0)]]  

= -9.9989 (Ideal is 10) 

b)  

vs=R1is-vi    (KVL) 

vi+(R2+Ro)(vi/Rin+is)+A0 vi=0 (KVL combined with KCL at the input) 

Rin=R1+(R2+Ro)/(1+A0 + (R2+R0)/Rin) 

 = 1.0001 kΩ (Ideal is 1 kΩ) 

c)  

To find the output impedance (resistance), we zero the input source and connect a test source to 

the output terminals.  The circuit is: 

 
Now we write, using the voltage divider formula: 
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And, taking, KCL at the output, 
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Solving for vx/ix, we get: 
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 = 2.75 mΩ (Ideal is 0) 

 

Problem 5:Capacitors in series and parallel 

Hambley P3.25 

a) Ceq=3 + 1/(1/10 + 1/15) + 1/(1/13 + 1/(5+1)) = 13  uF 

b) Ceq=1/(1/(10+8) + 1/(4+5)) = 6 uF 

 



 

 

Problem 6: Capacitor Charging behavior 

Hambley P3.28 

Ceq = 1/(1/C1+1/C2) = 6 µF 

The charges stored on each capacitor and on the equivalent capacitance are the same because the current 

through each is the same 

Q = Ceq x 10V =60 uC 

v1 = Q/C1 = 4V 

v2 = Q/C2 = 6V 

Check: v1+v2=10 

Problem 7: Inductor behavior 

Hambley P3.48 

 

 
Note that the stored energy can also be derived by integrating the power with respect to time. 

Problem 8: OP Amp with Capacitor – A  Differentiator 

Hambley  P14.75 



 

 

 

 
Where R*C = 10

-3
 s. 

 

a sketch of the output for this problem is : 

 

 
 


